03 accord interior

We recommend avoiding this model year like the plague. The stereo backlight problem has been
an issue since these Accords were only a few years old. So how do you find out what problems
are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you
are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns
a Honda Accord. The contact stated that the interior lighting was inoperable. The dealer denied
any assistance with repairs to the failure and the manufacturer was not contacted. The vehicle
was not repaired. The failure mileage was 83, and the current mileage was 83, Control panel
display audio-HVAC display failure. At-near the time of this occurrence I was on the New York
state thruway. A flashing emergency sign -flashing 'emergency' 'check radio channel or for
details'- notifying an emergency. As I was driving and could not see the radio display. It was
dark. I was unable to access the emergency notice. My vehicle was taken to Honda and was told
this repair was a defect. This repair was part of a campaign to fix this display, per Honda service
bulletin but the program for my vehicle had expired. They mentioned the campaign was part of a
campaign not a recall, even though they acknowledge safety was one of the issues in the
program. I live in an area where the roads are equipped with emergency message signage' are
frequent and commonplace. Not having the ability to access these messages due to a campaign
program where no notice was received by me I am the original owner of the vehicle. This
problem, with potential safety implications seems to rise to the level of a defect. As I write, the
display is dark and has not even flickered since the initial occurrence. Bought this car used with
over , miles for my teenage son. When he turned the headlights on - all the interior display lights
for radio, heating and air conditioning and defrosters went dark. We called Honda of America
and they denied any knowledge of history of this recurring problem. They even went so far to
say that because the Honda was manufactured in Mexico that no warranties applied. The car
had a 6 cd player when we bought it Honda said the entire radio system could only be replaced
by a single disc player. I own 3 Honda, have owned Honda for decades and will look to american
made cars for all my future purchases. Search CarComplaints. My Honda Accord ex has had an
ongoing problem of the accessory lights going out that control the radio and HVAC controls. It
is actually a transistor on the printed circuit board blowing that controls the consoles lighting.
Honda knows about the issue and has put out an extended warranty about this for 7 years or ,
miles, whichever comes first. Although this is a known issue and the warranty has run out, they
really should take responsibility and fix any that have this problem because this is a serious
distraction while driving. Multiple times I've tried to change my temperature or radio settings
and while trying to see the display almost gotten into an accident. There are message boards all
over the internet addressing this issue and how much of a safety concern this is. An
anonymous user posted this on the boards: : "can't view anything on the radio display or center
controls. Honda should definitely fix the issue. It really is a safety problem. I am the original
owner of a Honda Accord ex. I have read numerous complaints concerning the same issue that I
have experienced Seeing that many others have experienced that same problem I would request
that a recall to fix the problem be issued immediately. Thank you in advance for your assistance
in this matter. September 8th was a rainy day. Left class in the rain to notice that my wipers had
completely stopped working on my Honda Accord. Thought that is was the fuse, but the fuse is
fine. Haven't taken car to dealership yet because I wanted to do some research on any recalls.
They don't work at all. The back light that lights all of my instruments in my dash went out. I
own a Honda Accord ex. There was no sign of a problem and then all of a sudden the lights
went out The contact stated that the headlights flickered on and off. This happened all the time,
the headlights would be functioning, and then the light flickered on and off automatically. The
contact stated that the interior dome light flickered on and off as well. Honda had a recall for the
same problem for Accord with campaign 06E, for exterior lighting, headlights. The contact felt
this vehicle should be part of the recall. Problem statement: Honda Accord console control
lighting and stereo background lighting has failed. Why is this a problem: During night time
driving you cannot see the controls to make adjustments and therefore have to turn on the
overhead lighting to make any adjustments to the fan, temperature, change air flow position etc,
or adjust the stereo. This is an error precursor to having an accident as it distracts you from
driving. This is a generic problem: A quick research of the web indicates this is a common
failure among Honda Accord ranging from years to There was nothing of consequence that
occurred in the time leading up to this failure. The display, containing the clock, air
conditioning, radio, and cd controls of the Honda Accord no longer lights up. This makes it very
inconvenient to attempt to use any of these features. It is very expensive to have this fixed, as
well, since the light source is inside the unit and the entire center unit must be replaced, which
can cost approximately dollars. I am aware of this problem happening in the cars of every other
person I know who owns the same model car. I own a 03 Honda Accord. The radio unit is one

piece which has the climate control and radio function. Recently the backlight went out on the
unit making it impossible to see any of control including rear defroster in the night. I took the
vehicle back to Honda and they refused to replace the unit saying the car is out of warranty.
Apparently this is a common problem with Honda Accord's. Honda has a service bulletin for
this: The interior lighting of my Honda Accord coupe went out. From what I've seen it is a very
common problem in these cars. Everything works properly but the lighting is out and nothing is
visible on the lcd screen. There is a service bulletin issued but Honda doesn't seem to think it is
a big problem in that they seem to be unwilling to recognize the problem and provide financial
assistance to affected owners. The radio and cd and heat and air console lighting went out on
my Honda Accord. I didn't break the radio lighting. One service place said that this is a common
problem with Honda Accord. Be aware! Honda has thus far failed to admit this is a widespread
problem despite multiple Honda Accord owners experiencing the same issue. Ran off the road,
trying to use window defroster controls because the backlight on the radio controls ceased
functioning. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Would you like to sell
products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main
content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. The monthly payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you
choose to lease, you can also use the payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike
other websites and magazines, our ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but
rather a more encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel
economy, reliability history and value. When comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's
important to note that the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its
class. Only the most exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the
best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key
features found in vehicles of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car
buyer would come to expect for the price. Below are all exterior and interior colors for the
Honda Accord. Colors generally differ by style. We have partnered with trusted dealers in your
area to give you a great price on the new Honda Accord. This is how it works:. We have
information you must know before you buy the Accord. We want to send it to you, along with
other pricing insights. I agree to receive emails from CarsDirect. I understand that I can
unsubscribe at any time. We will not spam you, and will never sell your email. Privacy Policy.
Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Honda Accord Honda Accord Colors. Est
Monthly Loan. Style: - 2. Incentives Incentives that help lower the selling price of a vehicle.
Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify
for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can interpret our ratings in the following
way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. Style: 2. See Used
Accord Listings. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to
give you a great price on the new Honda Accord. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in
your negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options.
New Car Quick Quote Honda. Please select a model accord. Get Your Price. Insider Information
We have information you must know before you buy the Accord. Your Email Submit. Thank you.
You are now subscribed to our Pricing Insider updates. Great parts, great price. Very easy to
find and order parts! Toggle Navigation Sons Honda. Categories About Us. Select a Vehicle.
Search Go. Honda Accord. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on
the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No
vehicles found. Sel
jeep liberty stereo install
2010 toyota corolla s owners manual
2010 ford fusion ac blower motor
ect your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or clicking of
this link will close the Cart. We Sell Tech Gloves! Home Honda Accord Interior. Genuine Honda

Interior spare parts are crafted to the same exacting quality standards as your Honda Accord ,
providing fit and functionality tailored to each individual model. Just find your part, order it
online securely and get it shipped right to you. Have any questions? Our certified parts
professionals are available by phone or e-mail. Each Honda Accord part is engineered and
tested to complement the innovative technology built into your Honda. Select an Honda Accord
Year. Sons Honda. Average 4. Rosselli FAB Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My Information
Testimonials. Find us on Facebook. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these
pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

